They sound cool. May even sound like fun. But they can land you in the ER – or worse.

They are **synthetic drugs**. Know their street names and protect yourself.

---

**SPICE**

*(HERBAL MIXTURES THAT MIMIC MARIJUANA)*

**STREET NAMES:** K2, Geeked Up, Scooby Snax, Green Giant, Trippy, Yucatan Fire, Skunk, Moon Rocks, Kick, Smacked, Black Mamba, Bliss, Bombay Blue, Fake Weed, Fire, Genie

---

**Before you do something you’ll regret, ask yourself:**

Is doing drugs worth risking my **health**? Going to **jail**? Ruining my **education**? Messing up my **life**?

---

**DID YOU KNOW:** Nearly 8 out of 10 CofC students don’t want drugs available at parties. So, don’t be pressured into thinking and behaving differently.

---

*Be smart. Act smart.*